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RELATIVE PRONOUNS-

PRACTICE.1.- Combine the following sentences using the relative pronoun who, which, that,
whose, when or where. Make any other necessary changes.
1.- The book is on the table. It had a red cover.
2.- Here is a photograph of the hotel. We stayed there for a weekend.
3.- We met a friend last week. Her husband is an engineer.
4.- We visited the town. It lies at the source of the Danube.
5.- David bought a new camera. It was made in Japan.
6,. Ann lost the money. It belonged to her uncle.
7.- I know the girl. She is going to marry my cousin.
8.- We live in a town near Madrid. In that town there are many shops.
9.- A very interesting man wrote a letter to a newspaper. That man was born in England.
10.- Do you remember last summer. We went on holidays together then.
2.- Complete each sentence below by using a relative clause
1.- I can’t stand people who…
a)_____________________________________________________________________
b)_____________________________________________________________________
2.- I like the places where…
a)_____________________________________________________________________
b)_____________________________________________________________________
3.- I enjoy reading books which…
a)_____________________________________________________________________
b)_____________________________________________________________________
4.- I’d like to meet people who…
a)_____________________________________________________________________
b)_____________________________________________________________________
5.- I miss those times when…
a)_____________________________________________________________________
b)_____________________________________________________________________
6.- I don’t understand people whose…
a)_____________________________________________________________________
b)_____________________________________________________________________
3.- Fill in the blanks with who, which, where, that, when or whose. Omit the relative
pronoun when possible
1.- What is the address of the woman ................... dog bit ours?
2.- We live in a city........................ new restaurants open every day.
3.- Michael Crichton, ....................wrote Jurassic Park, is a famous author.
4.- The White House, in................... all American presidents live, is in Washington D.C
5.- Joe will never forget the day.................... he got his driving licence.
6.- On Malta, .........................is an island in the Mediterranean, people speak English.

MAKE YOURSELF UNDERSTOOD.
A.- Explain or define what the following words are:
9 A Suitor_____________________________________________________________
9 Rich________________________________________________________________
9 Selfish______________________________________________________________
9 Television set________________________________________________________
9 To visit _____________________________________________________________
JOBS
B.- JOBS AND OCCUPATIONS.- You are going to read what some people do in their
jobs or occupations. Your task is to give a name to that occupation and write a relative
sentence which defines it.
Example: This person sells things as rings, bracelets, watches, etc.
YOU Ö Jeweller
YOU Ö A jeweller is a person who sells things such as rings,bracelets,
…
1.- This person writes music for a living.
YOU Ö
YOUR SENTENCE Ö
2.- This person can help you find a good book to borrow.
YOU Ö
YOUR SENTENCE Ö
3.- This person performs operations at a hospital
YOU Ö
YOUR SENTENCE Ö
4.- This person has specialised in the science of mind and the way it works and how it
may affect a person’s behaviour.
YOU Ö
YOUR SENTENCE Ö
5.- This person collects, carries and delivers letters and parcels.
YOU Ö
YOUR SENTENCE Ö
6.- This person tries to defend people’s rights or interests according to the legal
system established.
YOU Ö
YOUR SENTENCE Ö
7.- This person looks after persons who are ill, injured, and so on.
YOU Ö
YOUR SENTENCE Ö
8.- This person is engaged in the work of writing, editing, publishing; also in charge of
the daily record of news, events,….
YOU Ö
YOUR SENTENCE Ö

